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Celebrate 15 years of BIS 

(2001-2016) 

18th June 2016 

Recorders’ Newsletter 
Issue 21 – May 2016 

 
  

Welcome to the Spring edition of the Recorders newsletter in the 15th year of BIS. In this edition there is 

news of the celebrations on the 18th June which I hope many of you will be able to attend. Thanks also to all 
contributors who have provided such informative articles on local wildlife.  

  Janet Imlach – Editor 
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This year BIS celebrates its 15th anniversary with a public event in conjunction with Brecknock Wildlife Trust and 

sponsored by the Welsh Biodiversity Partnership, on the 18th June at the Brecon Theatre. It is designed to encourage 

people to go that one step further and record the wildlife they see and enjoy. The ‘Getting involved with watching 

and recording wildlife’ is a public drop-in event where the public can choose to get involved with activities such as a 

mini-bioblitz in the Island Fields and along the River Usk or go pond-dipping at Penlan Ponds. There will also be 

exhibits in the Theatre Gallery including BIS, the Wildlife Trusts and local recording groups. People can get hands on 

experience of entering any records into the BIS on-line recording tool. Later on there will be a Wildlife Question Time 

where people can bring along any specimens or photos they may want identified and get advice from the experts. It 

is a rare opportunity to have all these local experts available in one day and BIS is very grateful to them for giving up 

their time. (See p12 for full program) 

There is also a special Recorders celebration event sponsored by Brecon Beacons National Park Authority in the 

evening, with a buffet and two guest speakers. Bridget Emmett is the head of the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 

in Bangor and will talk on the Glastir Monitoring and Evaluation Program. They are very keen to use LERC Wales 

data, collected by the recorders, to help in their analysis for this project and the LERCs are in negotiation with Welsh 

Government in the hope to make this happen. As a way of saying thank you to supporters of BIS we have invited a 

special speaker David Edwards who ‘is an entertaining and informative professional guest and public speaker who 

has given hundreds of talks and lectures in the UK, America and Europe on travel, adventure, geography and 

environmental issues’. There are a variety of talks to choose from but I have selected ‘The End of Nature’. ‘In this talk 

David examines the impossibility of finding anywhere on Earth that has not been affected by mankind's activity, how 

we reconcile that with notions of wilderness, how we value nature, and the necessary redefining of what is now 

'natural'.’ Invitations will be sent out by end of May and I hope recorders and supporters of BIS will find this an 

interesting event to attend. 

The other main focus of work at BIS is 

the development of Aderyn, which I 

described in the autumn newsletter. 

Steve is well on with finishing the 

public search tool and the planning 

reporting system and he will be able 

to demonstrate these at the 

Recorders Event in June. At the 

moment BIS has 1,981267 records in 

the BIS Recorder 6 and it will be good 

to reach 2 million in this 15th year, 

and better still by June 18th. The 

number of records entered each year 

keeps 

BIS Catch Up 

Figure 1 Graph of species records mobilised by BIS per year 

http://www.guestspeaker.earth/david-edwards-guest-speaker-webleaflet.pdf
http://www.guestspeaker.earth/travel-adventure-talks/travel-adventure-lecture-speaker.htm
http://www.guestspeaker.earth/geographical-talks/geography-talks-speaker.htm
http://www.guestspeaker.earth/environmental-talks/environmental-issues-speaker.htm
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on increasing thanks to Anna, and in 2014 255,274 

records were entered but this increased to 387,123 

entered in 2015 ( See Figure 1). All the work Anna and 

Steve have contributed to BIS was recognised by the 

Board of Directors in March and they were promoted 

to Senior Biodiversity Information Officer and Senior 

IT Officer. 

BIS has now complied with the wishes of Natural 

Resources Wales and put all appropriate records onto 

NBN Gateway at 10km square public resolution. This 

excludes county datasets which are likely to be put on 

by Schemes & Societies, third-party data and data 

that has been refused permission. BIS has put the 

Wildlife Trust data into three separate surveys which 

allows BIS to give full access to Trust staff that apply 

through Gateway. The other records have gone into a 

miscellaneous survey. 

BIS have held two training days already this year and 

the full program for the rest of the year is shown on 

page 11. In January we hosted a two day introductory 

course on hoverflies led by Stuart Ball and Roger 

Morris from the Hoverfly Recording Scheme. This was 

office based using specimens of hoverflies to look at 

the distinguishing features for identification. In April 

Steve and Anna led the ‘Using QGIS for Biological 

Recording’ training day. Anna and Steve attended a 

three day Field Study Council course on QGIS which is 

a Geographical Information System (GIS) open source 

software. Tools have been developed to allow users 

to create easy distribution maps from their own 

records and also bring in data from NBN Gateway. 

Anna and Steve are now able to pass on this 

knowledge and BIS will be running further public 

courses in September and a special free course for 

county recorders in October. We are also pleased that 

Barbara Brown of OPAL has agreed to run two further 

courses this year on recording tree diseases and 

pollinators.  

Janet Imlach (BIS) 

Powys Biodiversity Partnership 
There have been two meetings of the Powys Local 

Biodiversity Action Plan Steering Group (SG) in the last 

six months, and we were pleased to welcome a 

representative from Farming and Wildlife Action 

Group (FWAG) to the meetings. Over the winter I 

have been working with the county recorders on the 

species review and presented to LBAP SG in January. 

There is a lot more work to do, but is on hold at the 

moment due to BIS commitments. 

I attended two Wales LBAP meetings as Secretariat for 

Powys Biodiversity Partnership and discussions have 

been centred about the future funding of LBAPs and 

possible loss of more project 

officers as in Powys. 

However, I have been working with Powys CC to get 

some funding through the Welsh Government Single 

Revenue Grant given to Local Authorities for 2016-17. 

The good news is that PCC have been granted funding 

to employ a contractor to work with the partnership 

and local experts to complete the Habitat and Species 

review by March 2017. This will provide a new 

reference to target actions for local biodiversity in the 

county. 

Janet Imlach (Powys Biodiversity Partnership 

Secretariat)  

Figure 2 Hoverfly identification workshop at BIS 
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Some Garden Bees 
On a sunny Sunday, the 24th April, I took my SLR and macro lens for a 

stroll around the garden. In one sheltered bed were several miniature 

volcanoes, cones of fine earth with a hole in the top. Beside one 

entrance was a boldly striped little insect with wings spread so that I 

could take a clear shot of its markings. Before I bought the new Field 

Guide by Falk and Lewington I would not have known whether this was a 

wasp or a bee. Now I knew where to look and found the Broad-banded 

Nomad Bee, Nomada signata, "a 

scarce bee ....has always been much 

rarer than its host....Andrena fulva."   

Next day I photographed the orange-fringed black face of Andrena fulva, the 

Tawny Mining Bee, looking out of that same nest. Nomad Bees are 

cleptoparasites. Females enter the host's burrow and lay an egg in an unsealed 

cell. The grub destroys the host egg or grub and feeds on the food store.  

I used the Data Access Tool on the BIS website to find the Welsh maps of these 

species. Nomada signata has a few records in south-east Wales but nothing 

north of the Sugar Loaf in SO21. Andrena fulva, easy to spot and identify and common over much of southern 

Britain, is shown in south-east Wales up to Brecon SO21, then nothing until SO06 Llandrindod Wells. I used DAT on 

two other bees I have seen in my garden. Several Hairy Footed Flower Bees, Anthophora plumipes, have been 

buzzing around like small bumblebees for weeks, nectaring at various plants, especially Lungwort, (Pulmonaria). The 

map show records along the south coast, from Brecon and Llangorse (which might be mine from a previous year), 

but only two sites further north near Oswestry and Conwy. Last 

August I photographed a Sharp-tailed Bee, Coelioxys  on Helenium 

flowers. It has not been possible to determine the species, but DAT 

shows only one of them, C. 

inermis, north of the south 

Wales coast with isolated 

records in SO00 Cwmbach 

and SN98 Llanidloes. 

Many small bees are 

difficult but these four are 

all distinctive. We now 

have an excellent Guide 

and the Data Access Tool to 

see their distribution. If I as a beginner find them in my garden it 

seems unlikely that they and other bees are not present elsewhere 

in our recording area. Do many of the less popular forms of wildlife 

really stop south of the Park, or are there lots of exciting discoveries to be made and submitted to BIS?  The Bees, 

Wasps and Ants Recording Society website is now running a survey of four Spring bees including Andrena and 

Anthophora - can you contribute?  

Keith Noble  

Figure 3 Nomada signata 

Figure 4 Andrena fulva 

Figure 6 Anthophora 

Figure 5 Coelioxys on Helenium flower 

http://www.bwars.com/content/about-bwars-introduction
http://www.bwars.com/content/about-bwars-introduction
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Figure 8 Great Crested Newt caught in torchlight by Tamsin Smith-Thauden and 
Female Palmate Newt by Sue Goodhead, note the tubercles on the back legs. 

 
Great Crested Newt caught in torchlight by Tamsin Smith-Thauden and Female 

Palmate Newt by Sue Goodhead, note the tubercles on the back legs. 

Newts & Co 
In April I finally took up a long standing invitation to 

visit Barbara’s pond near Cradoc.  On a cool (7°C) 

evening I met up with two volunteers who deliver 

wildlife education in schools and events (and more).  

The pond had been hand dug a number of years ago 

and consisted of a number of shallow scrapes with 

plenty of vegetation.   

Newts are more active at night when breeding which 

is why I recommend anyone with a garden pond to go 

and have a look with a torch in April- May. We found the two small newts (Smooth and Palmate) fairly easily with 

our torches, but the Great Crested (GCN) was elusive. My tactic then was to look at the abundant water forget-me-

not leaves for characteristic folded over leaves.  The females lay a single egg in a folded leaf, (dead leaves, crisp 

packets and plastic will do).  I much prefer this searching to dredging the pond with a net about which can be 

destructive especially on a small pond when there are eggs and newtpoles about. We just used the net to scoop out 

the newts for a closer look.  

Soon we found some folded leaves, the first one we opened was a large cream coloured great crested newt egg, the 

other newts have small grey eggs. Having confirmed their presence we left the rest of the folded leaves. You can also 

find eggs in the daytime which makes life easier!   

I still wanted to show the others an adult GCN and after some perseverance found a female and a sub-adult (on the 

pond edge). The female small newts look very similar.  We found a few of these and identified smooth newt females 

with their cream and sometimes 

spotted chins and palmate 

females with pink chins and 

little white lumps on their hind 

legs (tubercles). We also 

recorded frogspawn and a toad 

to complete the set and 

congratulated Barbara on her 

pond.  

I also received an enquiry from 

someone with a garden pond south of Brecon who thought they may have GCN. After asking her to go out at night 

with a torch and a camera the next day she sent me pictures of GCN and small newts, to the much enjoyment of her 

two year old son. 

I have also been looking at GCN records using BIS Data Access Tool (DAT). It is interesting to see good breeding 

ponds recorded by the pipeline survey.  Also there are individual records around Talgarth and it would be interesting 

to know where their breeding ponds are.  Any thoughts please email me: scoates@brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk. 

Stephanie Coates Brecknock Recorder for Amphibians and Reptiles 

 

 

Figure 7 Great Crested Newt egg on folded leaf 

mailto:scoates@brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk
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More than it says on the Bin … 
Keep Wales Tidy isn’t just about litter-picking!  We’ve enjoyed collaborating with 

BIS, the Wildlife and River Trusts, Natural Resources Wales and many other 

conservation organisations to enable some fabulous community-led habitat 

improvements here and right across Wales.    

It’s fascinating and revealing to survey the wildlife species present before and after 

such projects.  In 2008 I discovered a wonderful paperback ‘Doing a Local 

Community Biodiversity Audit: a Handbook for Community Groups in Wales, (Science Shops Wales, University of 

Glamorgan). Today this ‘citizen science’ is much more mainstream.  It’s exciting and very satisfying to submit species 

records which, when verified, 

contribute to regional and national 

distribution data and trends in 

wildlife populations. 

Do contact me if you’d like to help 

care for a local green space or tackle 

a ‘black-spot’ which attracts litter or 

other anti-social behaviour.  

Improving wildlife habitat, planting 

for pollinating insects, litter-picking 

or maintaining footpaths is great 

fun, especially in a group of friends.  

Keep Wales Tidy can guide you 

toward achieving the Green Flag, a 

quality benchmark for parks, nature 

reserves and other community 

green spaces.  

Keep Wales Tidy offers inexpensive 

training in many aspects of 

managing woodlands, community 

gardens and other open spaces, including traditional skills such as hedge-laying, drystone walling and increasing 

biodiversity.  We can also carry out work of this kind for landowners, private and public sector organisations and 

local groups.  

Rachel Palmer (Project Officer for South Powys) 
 rachel.palmer@keepwalestidy.org  Tel:07717 497 442  

  

Figure 9 Llanfrynach Hedge Survey 

Welsh Biodiversity Partnership Recorders Book Fund 

£25 per year. Claim by 16th September 2016 

Contact Sean McHugh, WBP Communications Officer, Baltic House, Mount Stuart Square, Cardiff Bay, CF10 5FH 

E-bost/e-mail smchugh@wtwales.org 

 

 

 

mailto:rachel.palmer@keepwalestidy.org
mailto:smchugh@wtwales.org
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Dragonfly Recording ‘Complete Lists’ 
Keith Noble would like anyone recording dragonflies to make a note of all the dragonfly and damselfly species you 

find at a wetland site, once or preferably two or three times between May and September. The name and location of 

the site, date of visit and list of species are all that is required. Complete Lists are a simple way of recording 

distribution, and over time could show trends, for instance spreads to north and west. 

If you can add further information, including numbers and breeding behaviour, that would be even better. Please let 

Keith or you County Recorder know where you plan to make Complete Lists, or ask them to suggest a worthwhile 

place. Like the records which some of you already send him these will be passed to BIS and British Dragonfly Society. 

More information is at http://www.british-dragonflies.org.uk, where you can also find information about a training 

event at Gwent WT's Ebbw Vale centre on 30th June. 

At the time of writing in late April the first Large Red Damselflies have already been seen in several counties. As soon 

as I have something to report locally I shall send an email to my list of interested people. If you would like to join 

those who receive my occasional notes and photos, please ask. 

Keith Noble, Dragonfly Recorder Breconshire VC42. 

 knoble.kn@btinternet.com. 
 

 

Radnorshire Dragonfly 
Recording 2015 

I had expressed concerns in the two previous seasons’ 

reports about the noticeable drop off in sightings 

of our four ‘river specialists’, namely:- Beautiful 

Demoiselle, Banded Demoiselle, Common Clubtail 

and White-legged Damselfly. However, a sustained 

recording effort in May, June and July by Dick - 

supplemented by observations from David Warren 

and a handful of other recorders – would seem to give 

grounds for at least some optimism. Although 

Common Clubtail records were limited to the valuable 

sighting of a single larval case (exuvia), the recorded 

numbers for the other three ‘river species’ were much 

healthier in 2015 – particularly Banded Demoiselle for 

which we now have much better evidence of 

breeding. As mentioned in previous reports, however, 

the fact is that we Odonata recorders are so few in 

number. So it is difficult to draw firm conclusions 

about the underlying reasons for these apparent 

changes in fortunes of Radnorshire’s river species. The 

numbers of records may be a function of river flows 

or pollution levels, temperature or weather patterns 

or simply a reflection 

of the amount of 

recorder effort. 

Two early-summer 

species whose 

behaviours and flight 

periods seemed to 

have been affected by 

last year’s weather patterns were the Broad-bodied 

Chaser and Emperor Dragonfly. Historically, 

Radnorshire sightings of both species on the wing 

have invariably ceased by mid-August. In 2015 

however, five Emperor Dragonfly records from three 

contributors (Darylle Hardy, Dick Eastwood and 

Stephen Mullard) were recorded in September – the 

latest observation being made by Stephen on the 

16th. Consultation with Adrian Parr of the British 

Dragonfly Society confirmed these late sightings of 

Emperor Dragonfly to be consistent with changes 

observed further afield. He cited the latest 2015 UK 

record to have been 9th October from an experienced 

Figure 10 Emperor 
Dragonfly - Keith Noble 

http://www.british-dragonflies.org.uk/
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observer in Dorset, with further sightings during the 

last days of September, mostly on the English south 

coast but including one from South Wales. It seems 

that in recent times there has usually been as least 

one October record each year. Moreover, fresh 

exuviae have even been found in September, 

indicating late season emergence. So in the context of 

an apparently changing phenology, September 

Emperor Dragonfly sightings would seem to be 

something to anticipate and look out for in future 

seasons. 

Stephen’s late-season Broad-bodied Chaser sightings 

included an unusual and at first confusing observation 

– that of an over-mature female which has 

progressively taken on the pruinescence (pale 

powder-blue colouration) normally only seen on 

mature males. The first time I saw this phenomenon 

myself, I was mystified as to why an apparently male 

dragonfly was repeatedly dipping the tip of its 

abdomen onto the water surface in the action of egg-

laying. Pruinescence is also a feature of several other 

species – notably Black-tailed Skimmer and Keeled 

Skimmer – and, as they age, individual females of 

these species can similarly take on the appearance of 

their pale blue male counterparts – an occurrence 

which Stephen likes to think of as ‘dragonfly 

crossdressing’! 

Amongst the hawker species we see in Radnorshire, 

the Migrant Hawker is certainly the least recorded. 

As mentioned previously, I suspect this species may 

be under-recorded as it has a reasonably close 

resemblance to the Common Hawker. Up to 2014, 

Dick Eastwood had regularly recorded adult Migrant 

hawkers on the wing and ovipositing at two sites - 

namely Monk's Pool on the Begwns and Llanbwchllyn. 

However, proof of breeding for the species in 

Radnorshire was still to be established. Dick took up 

this challenge in late summer and went in search of 

the exuviae which would prove successful completion 

of the breeding cycle. Following a mid-August 

sleuthing foray to Llanbwchllyn, I’m delighted to 

report that he apprehended a single Migrant Hawker 

exuvia on a bog bean stem  - for the first time proving 

this species to be breeding in Radnorshire. 

The 2015 Migrant Hawker detective story finishes 

with a bit of a cliff-hanger, however. On 24th 

September, Ian Standen watched two noticeably small 

hawkers cruising slowly and smoothly about 4-5 feet 

over the smaller pond at Cors y Llyn. Ian has 

experience of seeing this species at Llangorse Lake as 

well as in Sussex and although he is hesitant to claim 

this as a confirmed sighting, I feel it’s a pretty strong 

indicator that we should be checking for it at Cors y 

Llyn next summer! 

Along with that observation, Ian’s sighting of several 

Black Tailed Skimmers at Cors y Llyn in 2015 means 

that 20 of our 23 species to date have now been 

recorded at this wonderful site which now tops the 

Radnorshire league of ‘Good Places to See 

Dragonflies’ available on the BDS website. 

Also featuring prominently in our ‘Good Places to See 

Dragonflies’ are the Begwns ponds. Thanks to the 

increasing scrutiny of staff at the National Trust, 

Hannah Shaw of the Freshwater Habitats Trust and a 

number of volunteers, this interesting group of water 

bodies is already starting to reveal new information. 

Two Begwns ponds in particular featured in our 2015 

records, namely B1 (Fish Pool or Monk’s Pond) and B8 

(Bomb hole pond). The former has proved to be 

something of a stronghold for Black Tailed Skimmer 

and Migrant Hawker and, thanks to Dick’s boundless 

energy and curiosity, the latter has proved to be 

hosting very healthy numbers of Scarce Blue-tailed 

Damselflies. Future visits will doubt reveal whether 

this is a stable or transient population of this ‘Scarlet 

Pimpernel’ of our Radnorshire 

Odonata!  

Bob Dennison (Radnorshire Dragonfly County 

Recorder) 

Figure 11 Pruinescent female Broad-bodied Chaser 
:Dorset Dragonflies 
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Natural Resources Wales 
Crayfish Release  
With the threat of the aggressive and disease carrying non-native 

Signal crayfish moving up our river systems, the only sites suitable for 

our native species are those separated by big waterfalls or dams.  The 

idea of ‘Ark sites’ is to establish populations of native crayfish in 

isolated streams and ponds. 

Two years ago when Catrin Grimstead from NRW was looking for a 

new safe site for crayfish release the Friends of Talybont Reservoir had 

just finished a project working with Brecknock Wildlife Trust to survey 

the area of a proposed Local Nature Reserve around the Reservoir. We 

had also with Brecknock and Rads ARG looked for crayfish in the Caerfanell that flows into the reservoir. No crayfish 

were found here but another tributary was identified as having potential as a release site. After passing an initial 

assessment and with land owner and tenant consent, NRW did some water sampling to make sure there was enough 

food and mineral content (for their exoskeleton) and to make sure there was nothing rare living in the watercourse 

that crayfish might eat or cause problems for. 

Natural Resources Wales has a fish hatchery near to Brecon but they don’t just rear fish! Staff there have worked out 

how to successfully raise the rare and protected native white clawed crayfish for release.  The process starts with 

collecting a few ‘berried’ females and bringing them to the hatchery where they are reared for about 18 months.  

These first few months are a critical time for native crayfish – survival in the wild would only be about 5%  

On the release day we met together with Friends of Talybont Reservoir volunteers and after disinfecting ourselves 

the crayfish were carried up stream in two awkwardly large polystyrene trunks.  Inside were sandwich boxes with 

water and a piece of hessian sack to which the 10-15mm crayfish were attached.  The boxes were put in the stream 

and water added to equalise the temperature.  While this was going on Oliver did some pieces to camera for the S4C 

programme Garddio a Mwy and the rest of us fussed over our tubs of crayfish.  Finally we were allowed to release 

them – it was quite difficult to get some to let go of the sack. The mountainous stream had plenty of big boulders 

and tree roots providing nooks and crannies for the crayfish to hide in and be safe even in times of flood. Hopefully 

they will have a few months of gentle flow before that happens again.      

 

Figure 12 Waiting for the water temperature to equalise, a native White Clawed Crayfish in the box and being 

released. 

Steph Coates (Brecknock Wildlife Trust) 
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Initiative with Kew Gardens 

to Protect Wales’s 
Trees Takes Root 
With a host of new pests and diseases attacking the UK’s native 
treescape, a new consortium of Welsh organisations, including 
Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust, are working with Kew’s 
Millennium Seed Bank, to tackle the threat, as part of the UK 
National Tree Seed Project. 
The UK does not currently have comprehensive and genetically 

representative seed collections of native tree populations for 

research and use in practical conservation. The UK National Tree 

Seed Project, launched in 2013, seeks to fill the gap and will make 

seed collections available for researchers working on challenges 

facing UK woodlands and forestry such as pests and diseases and climate change.  The Project has been rolled out 

across England with great success, and will now be extended 

throughout Wales and Scotland.  

Thanks to support from players of People’s Postcode Lottery, seeds 
from Wales’s best loved and most vulnerable trees and shrubs are 
being collected and protected in long-term storage in the vaults of the 
Millennium Seed Bank facility at Wakehurst in Sussex. The Millennium 
Seed Bank already safeguards practically the entire UK flora in its 
vaults and works to restore native plants and trees to their natural 
habitats. 

Four organisations across Wales are partnering with Kew for the 

project, including Woodland Trust Wales, Montgomeryshire Wildlife 

Trust, Gwent Wildlife Trust, and the Centre for Alternative Technology. 

Together, this consortium of like-minded organisations will ensure that 

the collections already protected in Kew’s Millennium Seed Bank will grow and become more comprehensive, 

eventually representing the full genetic diversity of Wales’s tree populations. This will create a vital resource for 

those working to develop more resilient woodlands across the UK. The project will also raise the capacity for 

collection and supply of seed of native species for planting across Wales.  

Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust has agreed to make 20 collections from a variety of different tree species. Between 

September and November 2015, six collections were made from Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Holly (Ilex 

aquifolium), Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris), Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) and the rare English Whitebeam (Sorbus 

anglica) which grows at Llanymynech Rocks Nature Reserve. That leaves us with 14 collections to make this year, 

starting with Wych Elm sometime between May and July. We are seeking volunteers wishing to help make 

collections, as part of a team on organised collection days. We are also keen to hear from Montgomeryshire 

landowners who have good populations of our target species on their land and would be happy for us to make 

collections there. For more information, contact Tammy Stretton, Conservation Officer – tammy@montwt.co.uk or 

ring 01938 555654. 

  

Figure 13 Volunteers collecting seed 

Figure 14 Collection bags 

mailto:tammy@montwt.co.uk
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Events and links 
Wildlife Trusts 

 http://www.brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk/events.html

http://www.rwtwales.org/whats-on  

http://www.montwt.co.uk/whats-on 

LERC Wales 

http://www.b-i-s.org/events 

http://www.sewbrec.org.uk/news.page 

http://www.wwbic.org.uk/news-events/ 

http://www.cofnod.org.uk/Calendar 
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Support Group 
Ken Perry (NRW) - Chairman 
Bradley Welch (BBNPA) 
Steph Coates (BWT) 
Tammy Stretton (MWT) 
Darylle Hardy (RWT) 
Rachel Price (PCC) 
 

 
 
 
Funding Partners 
Natural Resources Wales (NRW) 
Powys County Council (PCC) 
Brecon Beacons National Park Authority (BBNPA) 
South, North & Mid-Wales Trunk Road Agency 
(MWTRA) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

http://www.brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk/events.html
http://www.rwtwales.org/whats-on
http://www.montwt.co.uk/whats-on
http://www.b-i-s.org/events
http://www.sewbrec.org.uk/news.page
http://www.wwbic.org.uk/news-events/
http://www.cofnod.org.uk/Calendar
http://www.bis.org.uk/

